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David Halberstam sits down with Clete Roberts to discuss his experiences in Vietnam.

He was interviewed while in Los Angeles for the Vietnam Reconsidered: Lessons from the War conference
held at USC February 6-9, 1983.

Ian Masters, and myself, Michael Rose, worked with Clete Roberts, to produce a series of interviews with the
speakers who'd covered the Vietnam War.
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David how old were you when you arrived in Vietnam I was just 28 I was someone once was later doing a
study on how people turned on the war was a study of intellectuals at Columbia and turned out that the two
people who had had the most profound effect in turning that changing I looked in like two opinion where
Barnard fall and myself he first me second and so they were interviewing us on how we changed and I said it
was easy I was a 28 year old kid thrown out of the helicopter and I found that it didn't work and out of that
became the long complicated process of mutation a political and social mutation looking at why it didn't work
and what it meant why the war didn't buy the war did not work well look as a correspondent I haven't world
war two correspond today you know and I saw different wars that things were clearer blacks and whites and
the enemy was a bad guy a policy that worked that had the solid support of the citizenry had a declaration of
war behind it as opposed to in Vietnam a policy and this is important you cannot understand what the
correspondents did there unless you see them as a kind of dew line or a trip flare for a fast policy a failed
policy policy begun in ignorance secrecy Lyndon Johnson and Scottie Reston's phrase took us to war by
stealth lied about everything he and McNamara ride it every increment an absolute misunderstanding of the
other side of its toughness and resilience and capacity to keep coming they thought it would be a short war
the bombing would work American technology would work and they also had an almost absolute
misunderstanding of their own allies out there the other side was the fainting they're trying to war had made
the other side tough dynamic modern resourceful
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side tough dynamic modern resourceful brave our allies when we talk about it an Arvind general you talk
about a former French corporal they had stopped alongside the French fought alongside the French during a
of Independence they were in effect a Quisling army they were twice defeated and there was a comparable
overestimation in Washington of their prowess and out of that since there was almost no reporting by
correspondents in Washington who played the institutional game we in Vietnam became the point man of a
policy that was dying in front of our eyes and we were torn in contrast to the correspondence of world war ii
and korea where there was a great legitimacy of purpose in a policy we became caught between traditional
definitions of loyalty patriotism salute the flag and a higher definition it seemed to me in our own lines of
democracy the need to tell the truth on something that was a lie that's cause attention did you feel that your
patriotism was called into question called into question all the time and there's a part of me that still bitterly
resented my father we I'm a child of immigrants and an immigrant family and my love for this country and its
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freedoms is very great my father was a medic underage in World War one and he was a combat surgeon
over-aged in World War two and I have heard more shots and he and I have heard more shots fired and
anger than most of the Saigon generals who denigrated it general crew ack denigrated it Maggie Higgins
once came out she was a spokesman a journalistic spokesman for the Pentagon and she went around telling
everybody that how burst em had seen a picture of Vietcong bodies and with that he had burst into tears and
I went out I was grabbed Kroc who was the one who general crew at marine Quebec who was telling this and
I granted the airport in it he's very small and I am very large and ice put my
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small and I am very large and ice put my finger in his face and I said you're full of I never cried I mean this is
my manhood which was at stake and I argued with him I just told him don't ever put crap like that on again
my old friend Jack Langguth who was it later in New York Times correspondent in Saigon now Dean of not
Dean but a professor at Southern Cal and journalism and a wonderful man Godfather my child Jack later
said that the truth was that I should have cried and he was right that it was a definition of but it was done
enough addition of manhood but it was true I remember another confrontation I dick Craig askus was in
Vietnam and he was a hero to me he was a classic World War two correspondent he'd written a book called
Roddick - now diary which was the first celebration of the possibility of American victory victory in World War
two and I liked him and I'd admire him here was a hero calm and I took him with me down to the Delta where
I had great sources and we had a very pleasant day together two days together and all the way back were
sitting in a car and at one point he turned to me voice never raised and he looked at me and he said if I were
doing what you're doing I would be ashamed of myself and we did not speak for the rest of the way I am sure
my face was an ashen gray and was like pulling a stake out of your heart I mean later there were you know
President Kennedy asked the publisher of the New York Times to pull me out that meant nothing this stake
this statement from true gasca's about loyalty patriotism duty was far more painful because it came and
away from a hero and from my own profession and what I realized years later i that it was the classic
confrontation between the world war ii correspondent and the new generation out of vietnam i remember the
story you wrote once about an old friend of mine homer biggert with whom i covered the war in the
philippines about biggert and
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war in the philippines about biggert and Neil Sheehan you recall it it's the only story you ever needed to know
about Vietnam and about the war and about the press it was very early in 1962 Homer was my predecessor
and he is I think along with Peter Arnett others more probably the great war correspondent of our century
added that he Peter by doing nine years in Vietnam may have achieved greater eminence as a workers life
but Homer had been there and he brought that abiding shrewdness of many wars in many difficult places to it
and he and Neil who was just later Neil did was a great reporter of Vietnam that depending on papers but he
was a 25 year old kid and he just well he knew he had to learn how to be a car so I just followed home or
wherever he went and they just gotten the American helicopters in down to Mito where the seventh Arvind
Division was and they went down even have three days of famous victories and you know through three
days of battle three days of victories and they went out the first day there was a mild victories battle
organization next day classic Arvind pillow punching thing arranged so that the other side could get away
third day the same thing deliberately arranged so there would be no conflict they knew the Arvind would the
Vietcong where they just didn't choose to go after them and on the way back they were driving back to
Saigon from Ito and kind of kneeled is very young amigos mama about or wasted time wasted time at least
three day waste of time and always it mr. xie she and what's the problem mr. Shin and Neil said well you
know three days wasted no story AUSA's homer there is a story mr. Shin it doesn't work mr. sheean that's
your story how long have you been there before you realized it just wasn't working I would say about three I
mean the day I arrived there was an expulsion party for Francois su Lee who was a Newsweek
correspondent who had been there ten years or so and and the tempers and the bitterness was already
there and I felt
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bitterness was already there and I felt that I had to make my judgments my own and I had always worked in
a certain way before in the Congo you know I've been in combat in the Congo I was a little bit of a war
correspondent before there I'd been nicked not really wounded and nicked I'd almost want to Pulitzer Prize
and Congo got beat out by Walter Lippman he he and his aging years me and my new ones I mean I wasn't
there I wasn't the brand-new kid that the PA OS and the Mac V people tried to make out and I decided as I
would in the Congo that I would not just listen in Saigon I would move around and move around and and I
also decided I would pick a couple critical areas because it's such a disk scattered war there was so many
wars going on there would be critical areas and I would keep going back I'd pick them out and I just I'd used
them as my litmus papers and I picked meat oh the 7th division there turned out to be a legendary figure
down there who was the division advisor Colonel John Paul van Neil Sheehan finishing up a book on him
now and it's going to be an important book on that war and I kept going back and it became very clear in
about three months that we were not even we weren't winning the war we weren't fighting it we were losing it
that the other side had greater dynamism and that the war was a sham that what was being said in Saigon
by the generals was a sham American generals it came to a head at the Battle of op bak I think it was
January 1st to 2nd 1963 where all the things that the American advisors had been complaining about the
failure to attack the cowardliness the fact that the Arvin Colonels were all political appointees rather than
reaching position on the basis of ability and courage they had a Vietcong battalion trapped in a tree line and
they deliberately let them out and the Colonel's john van was furious and we covered it and they almost
relieved van not i mean here's this passionate american advisor and they went to relieve him from bee her
disease nothing not they're gonna be angry at the Arvin Colonel who didn't attack they were going to relieve
the
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attack they were going to relieve the American adviser for being so tough as John said they keep telling me
that I made them lose face I'm not here to save their face I'm here to save their ass so I mean out of that if a
men on you knew that it was a fault it took us I think Neal me Peter and others a long time in the mutation I
mentioned too to understand completely why that it wasn't just that CM was incompetent the CM was a
symptom a funeral but the last manner in reflection of a dying order that the important thing to know about
ZM was he had sat on the sidelines during the French Indochina war then when you were talking about this
general or that you were talking about men who had fought alongside the French that the other side had the
resilience the dynamism and that it could not be done it took a look I think that by the end of 63 Neil and I
and I suspect some of the others began to realize that the roots were in the French Indochina war you
mentioned a moment ago that President Kennedy asked your editors to pull you out of Vietnam how did that
pressure manifest itself what did they do get on the team what you have any problems are in Vietnam
general Hawkins my only problem services demand is the American press think about that anything about it
an American democracy and your only problem is the press think of what a press is in a democracy we ask
questions for the people we try and do a semi you know we try and report we try and tell what's happening if
you're the only problem is the press then you've got a lot bigger problem ambassador nothing once told me I
was always looking for the hole the donut threw me out of his office constant assaults upon our patriotism
and that manhood in the Washington out of the White House Kenny O'Donnell should have known better
Kennedy's all those people McNamara people I cruel act we were portrayed as communist we were this was
very bitter we were portrayed as people who sat around the caravel hotel although I'm
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around the caravel hotel although I'm drinking instead of going out on operation somewhere I've got an Air
Medal from a helicopter company and combat engineer a given to me by officers because I've been wasn't
that much which I are with your treasured mementos I mean those things were just constantly attempt if you
could not challenge the reporting challenge the legitimacy of the person who did it that's very ugly stuff and
we were young you see this the idea one of us had made our reputations yet now Peter Arnett later has a
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Pulitzer Prize and almost won - in fact he was it was a war record he wanted and they pulled it away from
him second time Horace Foster was out there has two Pulitzer Prize malla Brown has one Neil Sheehan won
one for the times with the Pentagon Papers I won one I mean the Charlie Moore should have won one I
mean bill - I mean later now we look like a group that is almost historic by the time we were 26 year old kids
were you caught in a a crossfire a conflict between the the those who were covering the Pentagon in
Washington the headquarters correspondent in Washington and the combat correspondent in the field what
happened we up there weren't as good as we should have been but the people who really failed were the
people covered institutional Washington in those days because here you had this raw this policy built on lies
misconceptions misconceptions of who the other side was lies about what the troop levels were and
whatever and none of them nobody in Washington ever covered it so you had a false policy built on lies and
fear Lyndon Johnson didn't go in to help the Vietnamese you went in because he didn't want to lose Saigon
because he mean the fears of the fall of China he thought if he lost Saigon at Ho Chi Minh walking to Saigon
he'd lose his Great Society so it was absolutely pure political fear on his part but that didn't translate out
there so we're catching all the hell for the for bad policy we're the ones who
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the for bad policy we're the ones who are the tripwire the best the policy is being shown in Washington as a
legitimate policy and nobody's picking at it and showing the flaws in it and these guys I mean the government
was very skilled there is a Pentagon propaganda machine and they know how to put out the stories they
want through Washington I mean you know they used to fly generals out in the old days when I was there
just to arrive at Saigon to give what we used to call the arrival speech the general would arrive he never
been in Saigon didn't know Whaley and he was get up and they'd have a press conference a I sense a great
national victory a president nodine's em is greatly respected attorney the company around country around I
think will have things are beginning to go our way no one thought this war was easy but we're pleased with
result will be kind of an airport or I was me Neil Sheehan with nothing another foolish Westerner come to
lose his reputation kimochi min you then saw pretty clearly that this in your view was an extension of
American politics out there no I think it took a while I think there was a disillusionment I we I think started out
there just simply didn't work and we fought it began to trace it back I mean I have this feeling now because
later I came back into the book on the the origins of the policy making you know it's a book called the best
and brightest and I spent four years on it how did it go wrong how do they make these wrong decisions but
what's interesting is again it was a reporter from Vietnam who did it not anybody in Washington who did it no
it took us a long time to understand the miscalculations I'd even start on that book till seven years and after I
first arrived in Vietnam did you have a free access was transportation provided by the military - it was very
hard in the early days later it became quite good but in those days it was very controlled they only had to put
a list you had to wait like on a batting order and it was hard to get around it was a deliberate way of I think of
keeping us away and it was hard for a while we used to drive down was getting these old the cabs and
driven me by Vietnamese who wanted to go a little a man and we would drive down the mito through VC
area gets
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drive down the mito through VC area gets shot at all the time rather exciting you know you never knew if
you'd make it and I tried not to do it at night though because then they really own the territory at night and it
got better later when the first squadron of armed helicopters got out there because we had a friend who was
the first common data and he would take us on anytime he wanted at one time American Pio came out there
and said I here tried to get a board he said I hear you're taking reporters in the common Dan made that
major later colonel ivan slavich was a wonderful management get the hell out of here I'll take any goddamn
person I want on these helicopters these are my helicopters these are my friends you're not my friend get off
my company grounds wonderful moment for us there but it was a constant struggle I remember in the fall of
63 there had been a battle down way in the Delta and it had not gone well and we had tried very hard to get
on and we'd called ambassador Lodge and hearkens his office and people like that and couldn't get on and
later they had a slick new general out there dick Stilwell I guess by then he had two stars he's now number
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two in the Defense Department one of the smoothest operators I mean no matter what's going wrong dick
still those careers that are keep rising up and he was a slick briefer and he came back he'd been to the battle
and he kind of gave us a briefing about it you know it was a defeat but he made it seem like a victory he kind
of told us what the Arvin colonel had had for breakfast I mean the implied pseudo information of a think
breathing and then he said now gentlemen in treated as if we were corporals this is a very busy war
ambassador Lodge is very busy general Harkins is very busy and it would really be much better in the future
if you don't bother them on this I mean please don't call them we don't have time for you and in a way it was
just terribly important moment for me in terms of democracy I mean I was 28 time and I was a kid but I knew
that something was at stake and I got up and I said the people who sent me out here the others in New York
Times sent me out to go to that battle they didn't send me here nor do these other people get sent
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here nor do these other people get sent here to be briefed in Saigon when we don't vote we don't know that
about you for your word a nod and it takes only one man's view and until they tell us that they want us to
come home we're going to stay here we're gonna keep reporting and we're gonna keep calling Harkins and
Lodge and you until we get out there because that's our job we don't tell you how to do your job and we're
gonna keep going and it was a voice beyond me I never had that voice in me before I mean I was always
taught to be Specter but it was about the right of a press corps and it was to me as pure voice of a
democratic impulse I looked over and I saw another friend of mine general York who is the only general ever
saw combat and he looked at me at the end of it and I thought oh I've lost a friend look and he winked I was
a great moment for me David I remember in Italy in World War two we were based in Rome the front was up
above in Florence several miles we can fly to Florence go to the front cover a fire fight get back to Rome that
night and have a pleasant meal down on the Via Condotti anything like that occur in Vietnam we had a very
surrealistic war in Vietnam because of the helicopters you could get up in the morning at 3 a.m. take a ride
out to Thompson and get in a helicopter watch the Sun come up over the mekong delta and a hot helicopter
which is really the most beautiful thing you can imagine go into battle which was terrifying I mean if the VC
had 20 caliber 50 caliber machine guns a helicopter is quite vulnerable to that and you know you were losing
helicopters and losing the people in it and there's no place to hide in helicopter you can't hunker down I
mean you're there and a sense of being exposed is phenomenal we go through a day of battle and then on
the way back we if we made it we turn around and go back and we'd go out there was Saigon was still a
French city of these wonderful restaurants and beautiful meals and I remember the aizen's Roberts the
commander the helicopter saying well I've done a night with us and I'd say yeah and you'll see him and say
yeah then murk Perry was the only one of us was married said no I can't I think of my wife's cooking
something and I
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my wife's cooking something and I haven't got on the phone I'm on the horn to his men back at Taunton
Newton said look and got Mertz phoned him and said will you tell mrs. Perry at 2 tu-154 that not to cook and
to come and join us for dinner tonight her husband's ok we're on the way home I mean there was it was quite
surrealistic and that's that sort of camaraderie of war or bravery the knowledge that death could be around
right around the corner that makes everything larger and more real that moment where everything is so
finally clear in your mind more those moments are etched in you forever David I remember a piece you wrote
some years ago about a German colleague of yours Horst fast was his name and something he said about
the wave Vietnam appeared to him said yes we'd been together in the Congo Horst is very talented man he's
sort of a poetic man he said days when I first got there you won't believe it said you go into the Delta water
buffalos heads into the rice the Ducks pineapple trees everything is like a page out of the Bible and then we
would come in with are not so biblical helicopters and things would get a little hairy David do you think that
the Free Press would you certainly defend it and work for and in which you live you think that the Free Press
and our democracy has brought about a condition where it would be quite impossible to sell another war like
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Vietnam to the American people nothing never is a long time and there are no impossibilities we are as a
nation involuntarily tempered by battlefield deceit and as such we did not it as at Henry Kissinger suggestion
send advisers to Angola and we've been a little bit more modest about El Salvador
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little bit more modest about El Salvador than the President of the United States and his and the former
Secretary of State al haig wanted to be I mean I think they wanted to redo Vietnam and there was a feeling in
the press and in the Congress that was not there in Vietnam that be careful about planting the flag it was
easier to plant the flag than to unplanted that every young man killed in the beginning becomes a rationale
not for an examination re-examination the party policy but a rationale this is the most dangerous thing for
sending more young remember when I was in Vietnam the first time 90 men had died a hungry man and
people say we can't let them down and today in Washington there is this eloquent monument with 50,000
names on it you go there and you cry so then but I think anybody who says that it will never happen again it's
wrong I think we are democracy is a fragile fragile tissue there is a constant conflict between forces the
forces of free speech the definitions of what national interest in national purpose is what serves that purpose
the power of the Pentagon the power of the CIA and the national security interest as opposed to the more
cloaked as they are always in flag and patriotism and certitude is a hard match for a free press which is
cloaked mostly in doubt and it made vulnerable because it is going against the flag the people who will have
to be in El Salvador are not going to be me and Horst and Peter and now they're going to be young men they
are young men like ray Bonner who again have to make their reputation so someone says who is this guy
Bonner how dare he you know he's got no reputation it was very funny in the old days they used to always
say about people like Peter and me that we were too young and suddenly Peter Arnett shows up in El
Salvador and Time Magazine's writes finally some smart rise veteran reporters like Peter Arnett
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rise veteran reporters like Peter Arnett arrived and the coverage got better David do you think in this world of
rapidly changing technology a world in which people are only microseconds away from each other that in any
future war if one shouldn't come to pass that it will be possible to maintain any kind of secrecy or any kind of
censorship oh I think I mean I think if there's a real war with a real declaration of war and a coup and a
consensus of national purpose and the sense of the societies the survival is at stake you will have either you
could have censorship or you could have an official acknowledged self-censorship I think the question is the
politics of the war is the society survival at state and when that is true and therefore there is a consensus of
approval within the society and thus in the press you can do these things when it is so clearly a war of luxury
and indeed a dubious war of luxury of a kind of an imperial moment in America and which generates so
much doubt I think it's almost impossible to bring on censorship because the people who are declaring that
war know from the beginning I mean who are starting to we're not declaring it that they are so fragile they
read that they dare not go for a declaration Lyndon Johnson could not have gotten the war in Vietnam by
going to Congress and saying I'm going to send 500,000 troops and the heaviest bombing in the history of
mankind the country wouldn't have allowed him the Congress would have pulled back so he had to go in by
stealth and secret increments 50,000 when he went for a hundred thousand he announced it is 50 when he
went for two he announced it is 100,000 and for the same reason he doesn't dare demand censorship so I
think these things have their own inherent balances and proportions
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